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Global Financial Centers, Economic Power, and (In)EfficiencyPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book scrutinizes global financial flows and stocks, both financial assets and liabilities and their impact on the global balance of economic power, especially as they affect the largest and fastest-growing countries in both the developed and the developing world. It shows how financial flows can promote economic growth and...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual Studio .NET 2003 in 21 DaysQue, 2003
Sams Teach Yourself Visual Studio .NET in 21 Days will help developers that are new to application development and experienced developers understand how to use the .NET Framework and Visual Studio .NET to rapidly develop any type of computer application.  The Visual Studio .NET development environment is the most comprehensive developer tool...
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Co-verification of Hardware and Software for ARM SoC Design (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2004
This book is the first to document and teach important information about the verification technique known as hardware/software co-verification. Traditional embedded system design has evolved into single chip designs that are pushing past 1M logic gates and headed toward 10M gates. In this era of SoC design, chips now include microprocessors and...
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SQL Anywhere Studio 9 Developer's Guide (With CD-ROM)Wordware Publishing, 2004
There’s a good reason that SQL Anywhere has over 70% of the mobile database
market. In fact, there are several good reasons: It’s easy to use, easy to administer,
and it doesn’t take up much space. Those are all good things if you’re trying
to deploy hundreds or thousands of databases. And they’re good...
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eBay Hacks, 2nd Edition: Tips & Tools for Bidding, Buying, and SellingO'Reilly, 2005
Whatever you call it--an online auction house, the world's largest flea market, or a vast social experiment--no metaphor completely describes the huge trading community that is eBay. Underneath it all, eBay is also a computer program and a complex socio-economic system, requiring experience, finesse, and the right tools to master.
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Professional K2 blackpearl (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Built on Microsoft technologies including Microsoft Office SharePoint Server, SQL Server, Microsoft Office 2007, and Visual Studio 2005 and 2008, the latest K2 [blackpearl] release provides you with mature workflow management systems that can automate processes or pull together people, services, and systems. You’ll get an introduction to...
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SQL The Complete Reference, 3rd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Get comprehensive coverage of every aspect of SQL from three leading industry experts. Revised with coverage of the latest RDBMS software versions, this one-stop guide explains how to build, populate, and administer high-performance databases and develop robust SQL-based applications.&nbsp;

SQL: The Complete Reference, Third...
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Ranking Queries on Uncertain Data (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2011

	Uncertain data is inherent in many important applications, such as environmental surveillance, market analysis, and quantitative economics research. Due to the importance of those applications and rapidly increasing amounts of uncertain data collected and accumulated, analyzing large collections of uncertain data has become an important task....
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Developing Microsoft SharePoint Applications Using Windows AzureMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Microsoft SharePoint and Windows Azure are two sizeable platforms unto themselves.
	SharePoint is one of Microsoft’s leading server productivity platforms—a collaborative platform
	for the enterprise and the web. Windows Azure is Microsoft’s operating system in the
	cloud. Separately, they have their own strengths, market...
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Handbook of Exchange Rates (Wiley Handbooks in Financial Engineering and Econometrics)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Praise for Handbook of Exchange Rates


	“This book is remarkable. I expect it to become the anchor reference for people working in the foreign exchange field.”


	—Richard K. Lyons, Dean and Professor of Finance, Haas School of Business, University of California...
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Samsung SmartTV Application DevelopmentFor Dummies, 2013

	Take your apps from the small screen to the big screen and start developing for the Samsung SmartTV now!

	 


	Samsung’s SmartTV platform gives developers the opportunity to bring the app experience to the world of home entertainment, creating a more interactive and engaging way to reach their audience. If...
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CMOS PLL Synthesizers: Analysis and Design (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2004
Thanks to the advance of semiconductor and communication technology,
the wireless communication market has been booming in the last two
decades. It evolved from simple pagers to emerging third-generation (3G)
cellular phones. In the meanwhile, broadband communication market has
also gained a rapid growth. As the market always...
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